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Abstract 
 
In conversation with children, parents use language in order to convey norms and 
rules governing linguistic, social and cultural behavior. This study investigates the 
way in which dinnertime serves a culturally distinctive role in pragmatic socialization 
and how pragmatic socialization is achieved in a bilingual family at the dinner table. 
A bilingual family, with access to two linguistic codes, being English and Danish, 
was video-recorded during two mealtimes. The specific methodology for the analysis 
was made within the framework of interactional sociolinguistics using tools from 
conversational analysis as the research method. The analysis was grouped into three 
groups in order to better understand the different types of switches made by the test 
family in the data collected. As pragmatic socialization was the main research area, it 
functions as an overall umbrella, shaping the analysis. As a result of the study, the 
analysis showed that pragmatic socialization was achieved both explicitly and 
implicitly. It was accomplished through different types of techniques ranging from 
offering politeness rules and conversational rules for turn-taking to using the two 
linguistic codes differently, specifically directing the children to use one language or 
the other. 
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1 Introductory Chapters 
1.1 Introduction 
Talk – we all do it. Whether we are talking to our friends, our colleagues, our family, our 
teachers, bus drivers, pets or our rivals, we are all using our words to communicate some-
thing. We use language. We talk face-to-face, we talk over the phone, we write in SMS-
messages or in an e-mail. We talk in our dreams, some talk in their sleep and some even 
talk to themselves when they are alone. To a high degree it is language that distinguishes 
us, the human race, from other animals. Language cannot exist in itself but becomes mean-
ingful in a given culture where specific norms of language behavior are accepted. Functions 
of language are universal but the linguistic forms vary across languages and cultures. Lan-
guage is a tool that is continuously developing and that serves several functions, both 
communicative and cognitive as well as emotional (Halliday, 1973).  
 
There are many different circumstances leading to people knowing more than one lan-
guage. In some cases an adult might have moved to another country acquiring a new lan-
guage. Another case might be a child growing up in a home with one parent speaking one 
language and the other parent speaking another language.  
 
This thesis explores the way in which dinnertime serves a culturally distinctive role in 
pragmatic socialization by studying a bilingual family, following patterns of communica-
tion in the family at the dinner table. Pragmatic socialization will in this thesis be used as a 
key term and will thus already be defined here. Pragmatic socialization is by Blum-Kulka 
defined as ‘the ways in which children are socialized to use language in context in socially 
and culturally appropriate ways’ (Blum-Kulka, 1997: 3).  
 
The specific methodology for the analysis will be within the framework of interactional so-
ciolinguistics using tools from conversational analysis as the research method. The research 
done in this thesis will not be focusing on language development over time, as it is not a 
longitude study, but rather on moments of practice. 
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1.2 Motivation 
Early childhood bilingualism is a very widespread phenomenon. Nearly half of the world's 
population is functionally bilingual, and most of these bilinguals are “native speakers” of 
their two languages, meaning they are ‘born to’ two languages as opposed to highly profi-
cient language learners. Thus, it is only fitting that studies of child language not only focus 
on the world's monolingual children, but also on the “multilingual majority”. The term ‘bi-
lingualism’ will be discussed further in chapter 2. 
 
When studying bilingual children it is almost inevitable to come to the insight that input has 
a very important role to play in the bilingual language acquisition process (De Houwer, 
1990: 342). This fact, however, also raises questions concerning language acquisition in 
general. Input is probably just as important in monolingual language acquisition, as it 
seems to be in bilingual acquisition, but because of the fact that the input to monolingual 
children might be more homogenous, the actual nature of the influence is hard to discover 
and is much less obvious. When comparing bilingual and monolingual acquisition, the bi-
lingual input condition certainly is much more varied. Thus, some aspects of acquisition 
that are very obvious in the bilingual case might shed better light on subtle aspects in the 
monolingual case. This, however, will not be further investigated in this thesis as it reaches 
beyond the research area. 
 
The study of bilingual children is directly relevant to all families living in bilingual situa-
tions. These families might sadly encounter many prejudices against early bilingualism. 
According to Romaine, many of these prejudices are explained by, in particular, ignorance 
about the development of bilinguals along with bilingualism in general. She believes that 
‘many professionals such as speech therapists view normal language mixing as harmful and 
are therefore liable to give advice to parents, which is not in keeping with the realities of 
normal bilingual development’ (Romaine, 1989: 213). As a result these warnings from 
people in authority positions concerning the supposed negative consequences of bilingual 
upbringing cause many bilingual families to give up being bilingual even thought it might 
cause social, cultural and emotional distress (De Houwer, 1996: sec. 8). Thus it is important 
to study bilingual children and reach a better knowledge because of the theoretical insight it 
can bring to the field of developmental psycholinguistics. Moreover, studies on bilingual 
practice as a family interaction may help reach a greater knowledge about the social psy-
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chological aspects of bilingualism along with the social practice of bilingualism and the 
role of parents in the language socialization process. It is important to keep studying ten-
dencies on this topic to avoid ignorance and misguiding from authorities.  
 
Realizing that the fact that we live in a world that continually becomes more globalized is 
also a relevant factor on this subject. This thesis will, however, not be discussing this wider 
societal context as it will be focusing on the micro-level.  
 
1.3 Problem statement 
 
How is pragmatic socialization achieved in a bilingual family at the dinner table? 
 
1.4 Research questions 
 
What motivation factors lie behind code switches? 
How do speakers orient to code switches? 
Do participants notice code switches or is it seamless?  
What kinds of pragmatic socialization techniques do the parents use?  
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2 Definitions and descriptions of key terms 
2.1 Bilingualism 
Bilingualism is a complex psychological and socio-cultural linguistic behavior with several 
dimensions and aspects. Thus the frequently used definition for bilinguals defined as being 
individuals who have knowledge and use more than one language, is simply not adequate 
for empirical research purposes. Researchers have so far not been able to come to an 
agreement about a definition of the term as the question remains, how much knowledge one 
has to have in order to ‘know’ a language and thus being a ‘bilingual individual’. That 
question has often been answered with a native-like control over two languages 
(Bloomfield, 1933: 56). This definition, however, is immensely problematic as the question 
remains; what are native-like fluencies? And where does that leave other groups or indi-
viduals who also possess more than one language?  
 
Einer Haugen argues that the definition of bilingualism is individuals who possess two lan-
guages. They speak one of their languages fluently while they in their other language or 
languages are able to produce meaningful utterances, allowing also early-stage L2 learners 
to be classified as bilinguals (Haugen, 1953: 7).  
 
According to De Houwer, a person (adult or child) can be said to be bilingual when he or 
she acquired two languages beginning in infancy, or before the age of three. This is referred 
to as simultaneous bilingualism. That means that a bilingual person had regular and contin-
ued exposure to two languages. Both languages are acquired as 1st languages in contrast to 
sequal bilingualism, in which the 2nd language is acquired as a foreign language (De Hou-
wer, 1996: sec. 8) 
 
For this thesis a choice had to be made regarding which definition this study would be 
based upon. As the researcher had a personal interest in simultaneous bilingualism, the 
definition of De Houwer was chosen and a test family was thus selected, in which the chil-
dren possessed and had access to two linguistic codes from infancy. 
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For this study, video recordings of instances of natural occurring interaction, using family 
meals as a context, was the chosen fundamental basis. Bilingualism can be investigated in 
numerous of different ways. The method, conversational analysis, was chosen because of 
the fact that this specific method allows exactly this kind of investigation. 
 
2.2 Pragmatic socialization 
As mentioned in the introduction, pragmatic socialization is by Blum-Kulka defined as ‘the 
ways in which children are socialized to use language in context in socially and culturally 
appropriate ways’ (Blum-Kulka, 1997: 3). In order for children to become competent con-
versationalists, they must learn how to choose and introduce appropriate topics in talk. 
They must learn how to respond appropriately, how to tell a story and how to develop an 
argument in order to access to adult discourse (ibid.).  
 
According to Ochs (1996, 1986, 1990) language socialization entails ‘socialization to use 
language meaningfully, appropriately, and effectively’ (Ochs, 1996: 408). Most language 
socialization research will thus both implicit and explicit work with the acquisition of 
pragmatic competence. Ochs states that explicit socializations are linguistic tools used 
when the parents or caretakers clearly teach their children norms that are shared by mem-
bers of the society. In Ochs’ terms, this is ‘socialization to use language’ (Ochs, 1990: 291). 
Eliciting politeness routines (e.g., “Say ‘please!” or “Say ‘pardon’ instead of ‘what?’), or 
offering conversational rules (e.g., “it’s your sister’s turn!”) are both examples of how lan-
guage can be used explicitly as a medium and object of socialization (ibid.). In the data, 
examples of both explicit and implicit socializations are found.  
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3 Method 
‘[…] The outcomes of a study (results and interpretation) are only as good as how the 
study was conducted (its method).’ (J. Altarriba & R. R. Heredia, 2008) 
 
3.1 Conversation analysis as an approach to studying interaction  
Conversation analysis (henceforth referred to as CA) is an analysis of actual real world, 
situated, contextualized talk. Conversational order is achieved through deployment of prac-
tice in a particular context. Only an instance or instances of naturally occurring actual talk 
can provide the necessary information when developing an account of what really occurs in 
talk. Using actual instances of real world talk allows for the possibility of examining what 
speakers actually do when they are speaking (Liddicoat, A. J., 2007). 
 
CA can be said to be a set of methods used for investigating structures and processes of so-
cial interaction between human beings. It studies the organization and orderliness of social 
interaction with a primary focus on talk, but in its research design still integrates the non-
verbal aspects of the interaction. As data, CA makes use of either video or audio recordings 
of a naturally occurring social interaction, as it finds that these types of recordings give di-
rect access to details of social action, while making it possible and very easy for the re-
searcher to examine the data over and over again. This study will make use of video record-
ings, which are transcribed using a detailed notation. The transcript is not used as a substi-
tute for the recordings as the researcher repeatedly needs to return to the original record-
ings. The analysis of the data will proceed from a close examination of the data found in a 
given case.  
 
As a result, CA studies descriptions of recurrent structures and practices of social interac-
tion. Some of these, such as sequence structure, turn taking, or in this case of bilingual 
studies code-change, are involved in all interaction, whereas others are more specific and 
have to do with particular actions, such as for example complaints, delivering and/or re-
ceiving news, asking questions or assessments. CA studies can be focused on either ordi-
nary conversations taking place between acquaintances or family members (as in the case 
of the data presented in this study), or instead on institutional encounters where the partici-
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pants accomplish their institutional tasks through the way in which they interact. CA eluci-
dates basic aspects of the human sociality that resides in talk, while it examines the ways in 
which specific social institutions operate through talk. 
 
Harvey Sacks initiated in the 1960s CA with Emanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson. This 
study was inspired by Garfinkel’s theory of ethnomethodology along with Goffman’s no-
tion of social interaction. Sacks then began to study actual real-time sequential ordering of 
actions (Sacks, 1974, 1978), that being the rules and patterns of the actions along with the 
structures seen in the relations between actions. Thus, a fundamental change was made, 
from social scientific investigation, where he saw the moral and inferential process in social 
interaction, and into the actual structures of interaction itself (Schegloff 1992b: xviii). 
 
Conversation Analysis relies on interactional data while having an interest in social aspects 
of language use. CA only uses data from recordings of interactions happening in people’s 
daily lives where nothing has been done to favor certain types of behavior or otherwise ex-
perimentally control what is going on, making this particular method highly suited for this 
study as it does not structure the interaction, rather, sees organization and complex action 
where participants usually see everyday life. CA focuses on the mechanics of interaction, 
not linguistic forms as such. In accordance with CA, this study will be recording one family 
at two of their family dinners. When using CA to look at bilingual interaction, one must 
also attend to the actual code forms used. In order to do this, interactional sociolinguistics 
has been used.  
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4 Theory 
 
4.1 Interactional sociolinguistics 
The term interactional sociolinguistics was founded by American linguist and academic, 
John Gumperz. Interactional sociolinguistics offers a framework for analyzing how speak-
ers signal and interpret meaning in social interaction. Gumperz uses tools from anthropol-
ogy, linguistics, pragmatics and conversation analysis to create the framework for analyz-
ing meaning. Methodologically, it relies on either discourse analysis or conversation analy-
sis of audio- or video-recorded interaction which is an important factor as it is central to 
uncovering meaning-making processes due to the fact that many conventions for signaling 
and interpreting meaning in interaction are unconscious and fleeting.  
 
The framework of interactional sociolinguistics is relevant to this study as it adds a differ-
ent angle and diverges from CA in exploring the inferential processes and the social and 
cultural world existing outside of the talk while adding contextualizing cues to help analyze 
the data. It is thus crucial to use as theory and method as the inferential processes and the 
socio-cultural context is of immense importance when studying bilingual interaction be-
cause of the fact that this specific kind of interaction demands the knowledge of both. Inter-
actional sociolinguistics can be applied to any sort of interaction, in communication, lin-
guistic anthropology, sociology, and discursive psychology or as in this case, bilingual in-
teraction at the dinner table. 
 
The main theoretical contribution of interactional sociolinguistics is the illustration of a 
way in which social background knowledge is implicated in the signaling and interpreting 
of meaning. While ethnographers of communication have, for a long time, emphasized that 
talk is contextually and culturally embedded, they have not specified how sociocultural and 
linguistic knowledge are systematically linked together in the communication of meaning. 
Interactional sociolinguistics creates a dimension of this relationship. According to Gum-
perz, socio-cultural knowledge is not just beliefs external to interaction. Instead it is in fact 
embedded within the talk and behavior of interaction itself and therefore context is not 
separate from the communicative event.  
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4.1.1 Contextualization cues 
According to Gumperz, we communicate quickly shifting interpretive frames through con-
ventionalized surface forms, forms that he has named contextualization cues. These contex-
tualization cues are ‘the means by which speakers signal and listeners interpret what the 
activity is, how semantic content is to be understood and how each sentence relates to what 
precedes or follows’ (Gumperz, John J., 1982a: 131). Such forms include semiotic modes, 
expressions, and prosody, sequencing choices, code and lexical choices along with gestural 
and visual phenomena. These forms are united in a category by their use and cue interpre-
tive frameworks helping the interpretation of propositional content, which would otherwise 
be ambiguous (Duranti, 2006: 402). 
 
An example of this might help to illustrate the double functioning of the communicative 
stream as not only referential content but also as a context in which to interpret that very 
referential content. The utterance “Nice dress!” can be meant as a sincere compliment, or it 
can be meant as a joking insult, meaning that the speaker finds the dress to be inappropriate 
somehow. According to Gumperz (1982a), cues within the performance of the abovemen-
tioned utterance can help suggest the frame in which the utterance needs to be interpreted. 
A marked intonation accompanying the words “Nice dress!” along with a great smile are 
contextualization cues that channel inferential processes toward a particular interpretation. 
These cues do not directly refer to a specific interpretive frame, but serve as a mean to in-
ferential processes. Smiling, for example, while making the utterance “Nice dress!” does 
not necessarily indicate a joking insult. Cues typically occur in constellations of features, 
meaning a smile and a marked intonation contour, making the cue even more ambiguous. 
The constellation of features channel inferential processes differently than any isolated fea-
ture might do.  
 
4.1.2 Socio-cultural context 
But the functioning of contextualization cues also depends on the broader socio-cultural 
context. A joking insult frame might be more likely to occur in some settings than in others, 
e.g., in informal interaction between very close friends. Inferring a “joking insult” meaning 
of the utterance “Nice dress!” therefore involves interpreting the external, the socio-cultural 
context of the interaction along with the moment-to-moment interpretive contexts produced 
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within the communicative behavior itself. Contextualization cues and inferential patterns 
are acquired through extended and intensive interaction in certain cultural settings, typically 
as part of one’s primary language socialization. Contextualization conventions vary across 
cultures, in the same way that languages and accents vary across social groupings. That 
way they form part of the socio-cultural background, the same way other cultural practices 
do.  
 
4.2 Methodology of interactional sociolinguistics 
Isolating as well as defining functions of contextualization cues requires use of electronic 
recordings. In the example of “Nice dress!”, a native test person can be asked such ques-
tions as: “How did you know that this was meant as a joking insult rather than a compli-
ment?” and “What was it about the way it was said that made you think it was an insult?” 
along with “Could you please say it in a way that would be an insult followed by a way that 
would make it a compliment?”. Techniques like these allow one to link specific surface 
forms of discourse such as prosodic patterns, code switches, visual phenomena, etc., to 
communicative effects and interpretive patterns. When test persons from a given social 
group provide consistent interpretations of a communicative sequence and consistently 
draw attention to the same empirical communicative features as bases for that interpreta-
tion, it provides evidence for socio-culturally specific contextualization conventions.  
 
The methods, the tools and the implicit theory of interactional sociolinguistics are eclectic. 
With conversation analysis it has in common an insistence on careful, line-by-line analysis 
of recorded and naturally occurring talk. It diverges, however, as mentioned above, in ex-
ploring the inferential processes and the social and cultural world existing outside of the 
talk. From philosophy of language and linguistics it borrows notions as speech acts and im-
plications, but deals with ‘real’ people in their actual everyday, messy interactions. Interac-
tional sociolinguistics shares with anthropology a focus on the meaning that the participants 
attribute to their actions along with cultural variation.  
 
Furthermore it is a method for analyzing the social knowledge and the linguistic knowledge 
intersect in the creation of meaning in talk. Interactional sociolinguistics can be used to 
show how cultural and linguistic differences can appear in interaction just as well as it can 
be used to show how inequality and conflicting interests are negotiated in talk, which is 
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what it will help do in this study. Interactional sociolinguistics will with its notion of con-
textualizing cues and understanding of the socio-cultural context help shape and analyze the 
data.  
5 Theories of bilingual development 
Bilingualism is to many people a very intriguing subject and a great number of scholars 
have attempted to answer important questions on the subject. Linguists are interested in the 
structure and function of bilingual language. They are wondering how it is possible for one 
child to learn two languages at the same time without mixing them, while sociolinguists are 
wondering whether bilingual children are brighter than monolingual children and if bilin-
gual language development takes longer than monolingual development. They are question-
ing how much exposure to each language is necessary for a person to become bilingual 
(Crago et. al, 2011: 357-358).  
 
Studies of bilingualism in early childhood show that children sometimes mix the two lan-
guages. This is not an indication of the child having problems with the two languages or 
being confused. It seems to be a very normal part of the early bilingual acquisition process 
for the child to have words for particular objects in only one language. A young child with 
the languages English and Danish might therefore always refer to a bike as the Danish 
equivalent cykel no matter if the rest of the sentence is in English or in Danish. Ex. Can I 
go for a ride on my new cykel. A very young child might also mix up the grammar of the 
two languages. In Danish the adverbs are placed after the finite verb whereas the adverb in 
the English language is placed before. A sentence made by a young bilingual child might 
thus look like this: I play often outside. An utterance such as this one has raised questions 
about the grammar of the bilingual children. Questions such as; do bilingual children start 
out with only one grammar or do they construct separate grammars all from the beginning?  
(ibid.: 357-359). The kind of complexity seen in utterances like the examples used here, has 
been taken as support for the idea that the child having only one lexicon creates the unitary 
system hypothesis.  
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5.1 The unitary system hypothesis 
The abovementioned questions have been debated constantly and many scholars have tried 
to find the one correct answer. According to Crago et. al, (2011) the child initially only 
constructs one grammar and one lexicon. They believe that when babies are exposed to two 
different languages, they are not aware of this fact until around the age of three. The pres-
ence of mixed utterances such as the one just given is often taken as support for this hy-
pothesis. The hypothesis states that the child from the beginning puts the vocabulary and 
grammar rules of both languages into one single system. Later the lexicons of the languages 
are divided leaving only the grammatical rules together. Approximately around the age of 
three, the lexicons split and two separate systems are formed. The development of vocabu-
lary along with code switching has been seen as proof of evidence that support this hy-
pothesis. Development of the vocabulary has been seen as a piece of evidence to this hy-
pothesis because children learn a word at different rate within each of its languages. An ex-
ample of this might be a child with the languages English and Danish. He or she might 
know how to say ‘chair’ in English while still not having acquired the same word ‘stol’ in 
Danish. The argument is that if the two languages were stored separately, this child would 
have learned both words simultaneously. The young child is not able to distinguish between 
the two native languages. Nevertheless is it code switching that is said to be the strongest 
support for this hypothesis yet (Crago et. al., 2011: 358). 
 
5.2 The separate systems hypothesis 
Critics of the unitary system hypothesis say, that examinations of the vocabularies of bilin-
gual children show that even though a young bilingual child may not have the knowledge 
of a word in both languages, as our Danish/English child knowing only the word ‘chair’ in 
English, there seems to be enough overlap, making the theory of a single lexicon plausible.  
The argument of the separate system hypothesis is the reason for the bilingual children not 
knowing the same set of words in both languages can be found in the circumstances in 
which each language is acquired. A different vocabulary is appropriate in different situa-
tions. The child therefore builds up two different lexicons and grammars, one for each lan-
guage (Crago et. al, 2011: 359).  
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5.3 The critical period  
According to Ramscar and Gitcho, a critical period may be caused by a delayed develop-
ment of the prefrontal cortex in children. Scholars suggest that a late development of the 
prefrontal cortex and a concomitant delay in the development of the cognitive control might 
ease convention learning. Thus resulting in children learning language much easier than 
older children or adults (Ramscar & Gitcho, 2007: 174-279) 
 
Children, not receiving linguistic input before the age of four, will not be able to achieve 
native-line grammatical competences. The critical age hypothesis believes that language is 
in fact biologically based an that the ability to access and use a linguistic code fully, is de-
veloped within a certain period starting from birth and stopping in middle childhood. 
Within this certain period, the language acquisition proceeds easily. However, after this pe-
riod of time, acquisition of grammatical systems will be difficult and, for the most part, 
never fully achieved. Thus children deprived of linguistic input during this critical period 
may show uncommon patterns of brain lateralization (Crago et. al, 2011:63-65). 
 
The bilingual development and behavior can, however, not be considered independently 
from society with its structures and cultural dimension because bilinguals are members of a 
given social group. The psychological mechanisms, resulting from this process, should thus 
be analyzed within a framework of society and of the cultures in which they develop. 
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6 Social psychological aspects of bilingualism 
Language acquisition is deeply embedded in societies and cultures. Bilingual individuals 
develop unique cultural and ethnolinguistic identities by encountering multiple cultural 
groups and values. According to Hamers and Blanc, much effort has been made to uncover 
socio-psychological mechanisms underlying language acquisition and to be able to identify 
the influential variables needed for a successful L2 to develop (Hamers and Blanc, 2000). 
However, many factors play part in a successful bilingual language development. However, 
it is not the intention of this thesis to list all possible factors influencing bilingual develop-
ment. Rather, the thesis will stress a few which are believed to be particularly important in 
this connection. 
 
6.1 The role of input 
In conversation with children, parents use language in order to convey norms and rules 
governing linguistic, social and cultural behavior. Thus a central question regarding this 
thesis and pragmatic socialization may be what role input plays in helping the child to sepa-
rate the languages? The relationship between language input and proficiency has been of 
great interest and concern for both researchers studying bilingualism as well as parents of 
bilingual children. Another interesting question in this connection is how much input chil-
dren who have access to and are users of two linguistic codes need? In the analysis this 
question will be discussed by investigating how the children are socialized into using two 
different codes.  
 
6.1.1 Parental input 
The role of parental input is the most influential factor and therefore essential to bilingual 
development (Romaine 1989: 166). One input condition that so far has been thought to 
promote bilingual development is what was originally known as Grammont’s Law (1902), 
today known as the One Parent One Language (henceforth OPOL) rule. The OPOL rule 
suggests that the mother should only speak her L1 to the children while the father should 
only speak his L1 to the children. The idea with this rule was initially to keep the two lan-
guage inputs separate in order to help make it easier for the child to acquire both languages. 
Whether this method actually influences the bilingual development a great deal has not yet 
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been established. In practice it might be difficult to attain this ‘ideal’ situation. One might 
thus argue whether receiving input from language A from both the mother and society will 
leave enough input from language B, spoken by the father, to give the child access to and 
make them users of two linguistic codes? In such a situation one could imagine that the 
child would speak language A with a ‘native-like’ fluency while when spoken to by the fa-
ther using language B, the child would fully understand language B but not be able to speak 
it thus answering the father in language A. According to Fromkin et al. the rule of thumb is 
that the child needs to receive about the same amount of input from the two languages to 
achieve native proficiency in both of the languages (Fromkin et al., 2011: 360-361). 
 
It is clear that in bilingual language acquisition, the time of the first regular exposure to the 
two languages may vary from child to child. As may the way in which the languages are 
presented to the child. Carolyn Kessler claimed in De Houwer 1996, that ‘children develop 
faster in the language which is used most in their environment’. This may or may not re-
flect the language of the surrounding community. This however, cannot be verified in this 
study.  
 
Input cannot and should not be considered separately from the interactive situation in which 
it is provided. In the literature on language acquisition, language input and the interaction 
between adult and child have been assigned roles of varying importance. Where input in 
some language acquisition theories has been considered inconsequential, it plays in others a 
crucial role. All theories of child development agree that interaction is important for the 
cognitive, emotional and social development of the child. The fact that children need to be 
at least exposed to a language in some sort of interaction in order to be able to acquire a 
language is beyond dispute. 
 
According to De Houwer, hardly any work has been done on the relationship between pa-
rental discourse strategies and the aspects of acquisition. However, it appears that parents 
develop a variety of specific strategies that they use to respond when their child uses mixed 
utterances or a ‘wrong’ choice of language. Furthermore, specific functions appear to be 
attached to the parent’s use of both mixed utterances and of language choice regardless of 
children's preceding utterances (De Houwer 1996: sec. 8). 
 
It would seem, then, that crucial factors in bilingual acquisition, i.e. in whether it is going to 
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take place at all, are parents’ knowledge about their children's language development and 
what to expect in a bilingual situation. These factors, in turn, are related to attitudes towards 
bilingualism. 
 
6.2 Perceptions, attitudes and motivation 
Perceptions, attitudes and motivation are crucial parts of pragmatic socialization and thus 
this study as it is the parent’s perception, attitudes and motivation towards bilingual lan-
guage development that help socialize the children into using and maintaining both lan-
guages.  
 
According to Eagle & Chaiken, an attitude can be defined as a ‘psychological tendency that 
is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor’ (Ea-
gley & Chaiken, 1993: 1). Their definition of attitudes as a ‘psychological tendency’ calls 
attention to the fact that attitudes constitute a concept which consists of a speaker’s attribu-
tion of various degrees of goodness or badness to a given individual (ibid.: 1-3). Evaluative 
responses to a bilingual speaker could, for example, include approach or avoidance, ap-
proval or disapproval, liking or disliking, attraction or aversion and favor or disfavor (ibid.: 
3). If the parents wish to succeed in socializing their children into using two linguistic 
codes they need to approach, favor and have a positive attitude towards both languages. 
 
It is common knowledge that attitudes towards specific languages and bilingualism in gen-
eral have a great influence on language learning and language behavior. The language atti-
tudes of parents will naturally effect their own language behavior which as a consequence 
effects their children’s language learning. Even though both attitudes and motivation are 
crucial factors in language learning it is very hard to investigate and later analyze subjective 
parameters as these, as parents might seem to have a positive attitude towards bilingualism 
while their actions reflect something else. Thus parents’ attitudes towards their roles and 
linguistic choices towards their potentially bilingual children are of great significance. 
Whether a parent chooses to use his or her native language or not may actually have a great 
effect on how the parent comes to regard whatever language chosen. For instance, any 
moderately negative feelings might affect parental discourse strategies. 
 
Expectations and knowledge about language development is instrumental in raising simul-
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taneously bilingual children. Parental attitudes toward their roles and their linguistic 
choices also play a major part in the child’s linguistic development (De Houwer, 1996: sec. 
4-5). But not only input and motivation from the parents are important. Also the attitudes of 
the child’s extended family and friends have been shown to affect successful bilingualism 
(Romaine, 1989: 213). 
 
6.3 Bilingualism, culture and identity 
Language plays, without a doubt, a significant role in children’s development. Language is 
the lens, through which children interpret their world, and it is the medium, through which 
they can voice their opinions. It might be said that those individuals positioned between two 
distinct cultural or linguistic traditions would be presented with the challenge of integrating 
their two culture practices. This study however, shows that bilingual children are quite ca-
pable of switching from one mindset to another and that they are not constantly on the 
fringe between two places. 
 
Language is a crucial and primary carrier of culture and is a central feature of human iden-
tity. Thus language embodies both cultural and individual identity. As we hear someone 
speak, we guess the speaker’s gender, their education level, their age, place of origin etc. 
And beyond this matter, language is a very powerful symbol of national and cultural iden-
tity (Spolsky, 1999: 181). Being bilingual raises new questions about culture and identities. 
Many bilingual children must ‘play’ numerous distinct roles throughout their day, acting a 
certain way in school and another at home. They are part of a unique existence as individu-
als on the border between two cultures thus being part of two different sets of cultural prac-
tices, while being able to switch from one mindset to another. 
 
Language, as a cultural and social construct, is vital in order to understand one’s culture 
and oneself. It is thus logical that an individual with increased linguistic capabilities should 
have the potential to actively and productively participate in multiple cultures simultane-
ously. Biculturalism seems greatly dependent upon whether or not the individual receives 
support from those institutions that play a role in their development, whether they are the 
parents or the surrounding community.  
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7 Social practice of bilingualism 
7.1 Code switching and mixing 
Sociolinguistic studies examining code switching and mixing practices were mainly pio-
neered by Gumperz. He studied code switching from an interactional perspective and meant 
that using multiple linguistic codes in the same interaction was not a –communicative defi-
cit’ but instead rather a ‘communicative resource’ (Gumperz, 1982: 89; Shin & Milroy, 
2000: 352). He believes that even though code switching is being influenced by syntactic 
constraints, ‘data suggest, however, that such syntactic constraints are in turn motivated by 
underlying factors which depend more on certain aspects of surface form or on pragmatics 
than on structural or grammatical characteristic’” (Gumperz, 1982: 89). In interaction, peo-
ple focus on the communicative effect of their utterances and thus attempt to convey meta-
phoric information telling how their words should be understood (ibid.: 61). 
 
Code switching is a term, which refers to a systematic use and access to two or more lin-
guistic codes during written or oral discourse. The term is a linguistic phenomenon, fre-
quently used in multilingual communities. A definition of the term has not yet been agreed 
upon by scholars, which might be natural, given the different focus of not only formal lin-
guists, psycholinguists and sociolinguists, but also philosophers along with anthropologists. 
 
Uriel Weinreich contributed to one of the earliest definitions of code switching. He de-
scribes bilingualism as being ‘the practice of alternately using two languages’ (Weinreich, 
1953:1). Gumperz, however, defines code switching ‘as the juxtaposition within the same 
speech exchange of passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical systems or 
subsystems’ (Gumperz, 1982: 59), and emphasizes thus the structural aspects of the term, 
which dominated the last three decades of studies in this particular area.  
 
Scholars in the area of language interaction have, over the three last decades, agreed that 
code switching is a systematic rule-governed linguistic behavior and does thus not ran-
domly occur. Consequently, the switching between two or more linguistic codes may be 
both conscious and intentional. When a speaker chooses to intentionally change codes, it 
might be due to indicate a change in interlocutor, shifts according to topic or to indicate a 
change in interpersonal or in social relationships. When a speaker unintentionally switches 
between linguistic codes, it may be the result of psycho and sociolinguistic variables, which 
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the speaker is not conscious of. This might happen because of the fact that speakers often 
adapt their speech to the interlocutor or the norms of the social environment. 
 
Code switching has for many years been believed to be a sign of weakness in one of the 
linguistic codes possessed by the bilingual. However, numerous scholars consider code 
switching to be a consequence that is very natural when a speaker has access to more than 
one linguistic code. Code switching should thus not be mistaken for a language deficit 
(Mahootian, S, 2006: 511-527). ). In this study, examples of both intentional and uninten-
tional code switches were seen. 
 
7.1.1 Types of code switching  
Generally there can be identified two main types of code switching, the first being switch-
ing two or more languages at sentence or clause boundaries. This first type is called in-
tersentential. The second type is called intrasentential and refers to language switches 
within a clause involving a phrase, a single word or across morpheme boundaries. Tag 
switching is a third type of switching identified by only some researchers. This type of 
switching involves the insertion of tag forms such as “I mean” along with “you know”, 
from one language into an utterance of another language (Mahootian, S, 2006: 512). 
 
An example of these three types of switching will be shown below, all sentences will show 
switches between English and Danish. Sentence [1] will illustrate an instance of intersen-
tential switching and [2] is an example of intrasentential switching, while [3] shows an ex-
ample of tag switching. All three sentences are fictionary and not heard in any actual con-
versation.   
 
[1] My family is bilingual. 
Vi taler både Engelsk og Dansk. (We speak both English and Danish) 
     ‘My family is bilingual. 
 ‘We speak both English and Danish.’     
 
[2] Can I have my cykel back?  
 _________ bike_____?  
     ‘Can I have my bike back?’  
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[3] You speak both languages,  
ik’? (Don’t you?) 
     ‘You speak both languages, don’t you?’ 
 
7.1.2 Code mixing  
Also the term code mixing has been used by some researchers. Code mixing has often been 
used to refer to intrasentential switches, whereas code switching has been used in connec-
tion with intersentential switching. Generally however, both terms are used interchangeably 
with both terms referring to both types of language mixing. Researchers have recently made 
an even finer distinction between the terms by using ‘code mixing’ and ‘mixed code’ to 
make a distinction of the use of two or more languages at the discourse level from switches 
within clauses/words. This thesis will be using the term ‘intrasential switching’ in order to 
refer to this kind of code changing within clauses. 
 
However, in studies of child bilingualism there are additional implications to the term ‘code 
mixing’. Depending on the researcher’s view towards the child’s ability to keep his or her 
two languages separate, code mixing can be seen as either a sign of the child’s display of 
two differentiated code systems or a sign of an underlying unified system.  
 
7.2 Bilingual medium 
According to Gafaranga and Torres, (1998) ‘order in language choice among bilingual 
speakers cannot be accounted for in terms of language, but rather in terms of medium, un-
derstood as “the actually oriented-to linguistic code”’ (Gafaranga & Torres, 1998: 3).  
 
It is believed, that talk among bilinguals, is conducted in one language and that speakers 
thus deviate from this norm and into another linguistic code for functional effect. That does 
not necessarily mean that speakers orient to the normative use of language.  
 
Bilingual speakers use a variety of methods in order to choose a language. Speakers of 
more than one linguistic code need a jointly established code in order to make talk possible 
thus indicating that language choice is a significant aspect of talk organization. When the 
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norm has to be negotiated on the spot, for instance, when two bilinguals speak for the first 
time, it becomes possible to understand what really happens when there is no explicit nego-
tiation that can be observed. Such linguistic norm established by speakers through negotia-
tion sequences is in this thesis referred to as the medium of an interaction (ibid.: 14). 
 
The medium can be said to be a norm of interpretation. Thus, when a speaker makes a lan-
guage choice, it is either a direct application of the norm or an instance of deviance from 
that same norm. Within the category of the bilingual medium, three different possibilities of 
modes may be observed (ibid.: 16). 
 
7.2.1 Parallel mode 
The first form that the bilingual medium may take it the one henceforth referred to as the 
parallel mode. In this form, one speaker consistently uses one language, while the other 
speaker consistently uses another language, without any seemingly orientation to the other 
speaker being divergent.   
 
7.2.2 Mixed mode 
The second possible form that the bilingual medium might take is the one referred to as the 
mixed mode. This is the fact that, all participants use both or all languages, between and/or 
within turns seemingly without orientation to the linguistic origin of various elements used.  
 
7.2.3 Halfway-between mode 
Lastly, the bilingual medium might take form of the halfway-between mode. In this mode 
one speaker consistently uses one language while the other speaker consistently changes 
between the languages.  
 
Bilingual speakers have to make a decision whether to use one language as the medium of 
their interaction or both their languages. If the both languages are chosen, three forms 
might be observed. Thus bilingual speakers may adopt the parallel mode, the mixed mode, 
or the halfway-between mode (Gafaranga &Torras, 1998: 21). 
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When studying the social practice of bilingualism one is bound to meet certain norms of 
bilingual language behavior. These norms will be further elaborated below.  
 
8 Norms of language behavior and bilingual behavior 
Bilinguals and thus code switching was, before sociolinguists proved it wrong in the 1960’, 
were thought of as being imperfect language users and deviant in linguistic behavior. It was 
believed that bilinguals did not actually possessed or did not have the same extend of ac-
cess to both linguistic codes, thus only knowing two ‘half’ languages (Jørgensen, J. et al., 
2011: 33). 
 
According to Martha Sif Karrebæk, bilingual behavior can be observed many places in 
modern society and emphasizes schools as a place to be sure to meet this following norm 
called double monolingualism.  
 
8.1 The (double or multiple) monolingualism norm 
According to this norm, any person having access and using more than one linguistic code 
should always only use one of these codes at a time in a manner, which should not diverge 
from the way a monolingual would use the linguistic code as his or hers disposal in any 
situation.  Both languages should be spoken without any signs of code switching or mixing.  
 
However, in real life and in the observations made for this study, a very different norm of 
bilingual behavior can and was observed. Speakers of more than one linguistic code may 
code switch both intersential and intrasential and seem to use all available features from 
their possessed languages, not paying any attention to monolingualism norms. Behavior as 
this led to another norm of language behavior – the bilingual or multilingualism norm (Jør-
gensen, J. et al., 2011: 33-34). 
 
8.2 The bilingualism (or multilingualism) norm 
The bilingual norm refers to individuals possessing more than one linguistic code. They are 
able to employ full linguistic competence in any given situation, at any given time. That 
means that bilingual individuals do more than use one language in one situation and another 
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language in another. They have more than ‘just’ the competence of one language plus the 
competence in another. They become a resource that involves the competence of switching 
between the languages whenever they want.  
 
The bilingual norm assumes that speakers have control over the involved language thus 
having the ability to separate the languages in use. Consequently this norm means a full 
knowledge and command of two or more languages. This norm is the one seen in this 
study, as it is this norm that was observed in the test family as they had full competence in 
two linguistic codes. Yet another norm, the polylingualism norm, does the exact opposite 
by allowing the individual to combine languages even though one might not have the full 
command of both languages (Jørgensen, J. et al., 2011: 33-34). 
 
8.3 The polylingualism norm 
In this norm individuals will use whatever language is at their disposal in order to commu-
nicate their message. In the polylingualistic norm it does not matter how well language us-
ers posses the spoken languages. 
 
These three different types of linguistic behavior may help format the norms of language. 
They may along with the bilingual language socialization be studied and observed in differ-
ent kinds of contexts. They can be observed in classrooms, in the park, in experimental set-
ups or as in this study, at the dinner table (Jørgensen, J. et al., 2011: 33-34). This study has 
chosen to use family meals as a context to study interaction. 
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9 Bilingual language socialization at dinnertime 
 
9.1 Family meals as a context to study bilingual language socialization  
Dinnertime in the family is considered a communicative event that is bound in time and in 
space, delimited by the family members and lined by its own rules of interaction. Dinner-
time as a context was found suited for this study, as it is a day-to-day informal encounter of 
casual conversations and the time of the day where both adults and children come together 
after often having been apart the whole day. Meal times are natural and daily occurrences in 
which all members of the family regularly participate. Dinnertime can be said to be an op-
portunity, a social moment that might provide for joint activity among all the family mem-
bers (Blum-Kulka, 1997: 17). 
 
In this study natural occurring interaction is studied. Family meals are for this purpose 
ideal, as they are set in a context where participants feel safe. It is a context where behavior 
that is natural and thus not manipulated can be observed. Furthermore, family dinners have 
some element of replicability, being organized after certain principles and being enacted 
with, most often, the same people. At all meals, food will necessarily be brought to the ta-
ble and accessed by the family members. This activity generates a certain type of talk, fol-
lowed by the actions of, for instance, passing around the food. In the family studied, this 
type of talk was replicated at the two dinners observed. It was however, also superimposed 
by other and more open-ended conversational layers of talk. Family meals allow partici-
pants to engage in interaction just for social enjoyment, while at the same time it might 
have a crucial outcome with regard to socialization.  
 
Researchers originally started studying dinnertime conversations in 1970. The scholars 
Chuck and Candy Goodwin started to film and record everyday conversations at the dinner 
table along with other social encounters. Charles Goodwin presented in 1977 his disserta- 
tion that was based upon about fifty interactions in settings such as meals during backyard 
picnics, dinners with friends and lunches with family. Dinners have thus been a central 
event in everyday social life and a context for studying language along with a practice 
where sociability is maintained. Furthermore, dinnertime is a context in which the acquisi-
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tion of language is achieved while also serving as a practice in which socialization into cul- 
ture and family norms (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974).  
 
Scholars thus started dinner table conversations due to the fact that they provided data for a 
systematic examination of the interaction order by producing essential work on manage- 
ment of turn-taking along with the organization of sequences (ibid.).  
 
9.2 Dinners as an opportunity for studying pragmatic socialization 
According to Blum-Kulka (1997) dinnertime serves as ‘an opportunity space’ for studying 
pragmatic socialization. Dinner in the family studied for this thesis is a natural and daily 
occurrence where family members habitually participate and family meals are thus 
uniquely suited to the investigation of spontaneous family discourse. When sharing a meal-
time physically and conversationally with children, dinnertime serves as a crucial social 
context in which children become socialized to local cultural rules regulating conversation, 
such as choices of topics, rules of turn taking, modes of storytelling, and rules of politeness.  
 
This study will be focusing on the role of the parents in language development of bilingual 
children as many researchers agree on the parents’ role as being crucial for children’s lan-
guage development. The crucial pragmatic socialization role of family dinners thus lies in 
their potential to serve as a social support system that ease children’s passage into an adult 
discourse. 
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10 Case 
This thesis explores language use and pragmatic socialization found in one family, using 
two video recorded dinners as context. The observations took place in the house of the cho-
sen family, in the evening during two meal times without the researcher being present. 
 
Language socialization is particularly important to bilingual children and it is in this so-
cialization that parents operate as linguistic models for them. The bilingual child must learn 
to understand when and how a certain language is used, along with the social meaning be-
hind the linguistic practices. The language socialization happens through linguistic attitudes 
and practices conveyed by the parents through interaction with their children on a daily ba-
sis. The social environment that the child is exposed to every day is a great environment for 
learning. In order to understand the socialization to the fullest, one must analyze an actual 
family discourse, thus a mealtime might be the perfect time to study language and sociali-
zation (L. & Bernstein-Ratner, N, 2000: 205-224). 
 
10.1 Background for data collection 
The family chosen consists of a mother whose native language is English, a father whose 
native language is Danish and their three children who grew up being exposed to the two 
languages simultaneously. The parents speak English together although the mother is able 
to interact in Danish. The children consists of a boy of 12 years (in the analysis referred to 
as child 1), of a younger brother at the age of 9 (in the analysis referred to as child 2) and of 
girl who is 7 years old (in the analysis referred to as child 3). The family lived in England 
until child 1 was 8 years old and then moved to Denmark.  
 
10.2 Procedure  
The data for this thesis was, as mentioned, collected by video recording mealtimes in the 
bilingual family’s home. The mother of the family placed it strategically to make sure all 
speech along with gestures and facial expressions were recorded. The researcher was not 
present at the time of recording, as her presence was believed to disturb the natural behav-
ior. The lengths of the video recordings varied between the two meals, as the length for the 
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first recording was 52.29 minutes and the second recording was 26.25 minutes1. The cam-
era was placed discretely for several days in order for the children to get used to it and thus 
behave as naturally as possible. The children were aware of the presence of the camera but 
appeared not to take much notice of it thus seemingly interacting naturally and spontane-
ously. However, one cannot disregard the fact that it still may have influenced their behav-
ior to a certain degree.  
 
10.2.1 Transcription 
When transcribing, sections of the data were first carefully selected from each conversation 
and thereafter transcribed. The details paid attention to when selecting examples to be tran-
scribed were first of all how pragmatic socialization was achieved, secondly if any contex-
tualizing cues could be seen and if any patterns in the code changing could be found. The 
actual transcription paid attention to micro pauses (<0.5 sec), brief pauses (>0.5 sec <1.0 
sec), pauses (>1.0 sec <1.5 sec), longer pauses (2.9 sec), addresser and addressee.   
 
10.2.2 Micro-analysis 
After having transcribed selected passages of the video recordings, careful microanalysis of 
conversational features were made and although more types of switching were found, three 
different types of switching were found to be of interest to this thesis. The examples were 
grouped into the different kinds of code changes and analyzed according to the chosen the-
ory, interactional sociolinguistics.  
 
10.2.3 Post-recording interviews 
During the analysis of the data, a close contact with the mother of the family has been kept. 
She has seen the video recordings and has been able to say whether or not the practices 
found in the data are typical, while giving further details of pragmatic socialization tech-
niques used earlier in the children’s lives along with information about how the children 
interact when in English speaking environments.  
 
                                                
1 The researcher has not uploaded the actual recordings as the test family requested to stay anonymous. 
Anonymised copies can be made available to examiners if requested. 
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11 Analysis 
 
The analysis will take an interactional sociolinguistical approach. The observations of the 
video recordings revealed that the use of code changes varied greatly among the partici-
pants. Code changes showing pragmatic socialization have been chosen and will be ana-
lyzed accordingly in this chapter. 
 
Analyzing naturally occurring speech constitutes one of the major objectives of this study. 
By choosing unobtrusive recording equipment and taking on the role of a non-existing ob-
server, the researcher seemingly ensured that the two recorded dinner table interactions 
would be as natural as possible as the children seemed not to take notice of the recording 
process most of the time.  
 
In order to illustrate the language shifts English will be transcribed in italic and Danish in 
bold. When the names of the children are mentioned they will appear in square brackets, ex 
[child 2]. Micro pauses (comparable perhaps to an average syllable duration) <0.5 sec will 
be showed like this (.), while brief pauses >0.5 sec <1.0 sec will be showed as (..), and 
pause >1.0 sec <1.5 sec will be showed as (…). Any longer pauses in seconds will be 
showed as (2.0), while (( )) will be used to indicate phenomena that the transcriber could 
not transcribe, to indicate non vocal action and ( ) to mark uncertain passages of the audio-
recordings. The arrows ! indicate whom the individual is addressing. If no arrow is shown 
the individual is speaking to the whole group. 
 
The following analysis has been divided into different groups in order to better understand 
the different types of switches made by the test family in the data collected. Pragmatic so-
cialization is the main research area and will thus function as an overall umbrella, shaping 
the analysis.  
 
The three groupings are as follows:  
 
• The first group is called ‘Affective stance’ and will be dealing with ‘problems' or 
other challenges brought up in the family conversation, such as illness or correction 
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of behavior.  
• One of the most frequent types of switches was code switches made in order to em-
phasize the speakers point. Thus the second grouping made in the analysis is called 
‘Emphasis’.  
• The data collected shows a clear tendency for the children to change language ac-
cording to whom they are addressing thus the second group is called ‘Shifts accord-
ing to addressee’ and deals with exactly this.  
 
Several of the different types of groups and thus switches tend to overlap each other, as 
switches can be made for numerous of different reasons. That means that one might en-
counter an example that functions as an emphasizing factor as well as it is a change made 
because the addressee changed. These labels will be used when analyzing and will thus be 
looked at more in depth in the analysis.  
 
The various analyses presented in this chapter draw attention to the complex nature of bi-
lingualism. Interactional sociolinguistics helps, with its notion of contextualizing cues of 
switching between linguistic codes, prosody and the understanding of the socio-cultural 
context, shape the analysis. Interactional analysis is used as an interpretive framework to 
interpret the propositional context of such utterances that would otherwise be ambiguous.  
 
11.1 Socio-cultural context 
In this family they initially lived according to the OPOL rule, advocating that each parent 
exclusively exposes the child to their L1 language equally. This approach maintains certain 
control over their children’s language acquisition. The intention of OPOL in this family 
was to keep the two languages separate in order to prevent, or at least reduce the use of 
code switching and mixing. This rule however, seems not entirely to be maintained, during 
mealtimes at least, where everyone participates in the interaction. Especially the father 
seems not always to uphold this rule, which does not necessarily have a negative effect. 
This tendency will be examined more closely in the analysis. Even though the father does 
not always speak Danish, the children do however, to a certain degree, seem to orient to the 
language of the L1 of their parents. The mother of the family consistently speaks English, 
while the rest of the family, but mostly the children, consistently changes between the two 
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languages. The medium of the general interaction can thus be said to be halfway-between 
mode. 
 
Pragmatic socialization is evidently seen as the mother often urges her children to say 
‘please’ when they ask to have something and ‘pardon’ instead of ‘what’ when they did not 
quite hear what was said, thus offering politeness rules. The father, in turn, offers conversa-
tional rules when reminding the children who’s turn it was to speak. The children seem to 
speak Danish amongst each other, which might have to do with the fact that they all just 
came from a Danish-speaking environment being the Danish elementary school. They do, 
however, occasionally speak English to each other in a way that seems to be rather uncon-
scious and unmotivated. The mother explains in an informal post-recording interview that 
whenever they are in England in an English-speaking environment, being her family, the 
children will speak English amongst each other as naturally as they in the data spoke Dan-
ish. The reason for this may be that they might not wish to exclude other people who are in 
their presence by speaking a language together that others do not understand. Thus they 
might be audience-designing, making sure everyone understands their interaction.  
 
The first group, ‘Affective stance’ is interesting because pragmatic socialization is more 
explicit, and thus more readily observed. Eliciting politeness routines and conversational 
routines, the parents clearly socialize their children into a certain behavior, and using the 
two languages quite differently, this part will also show interactions that specifically direct 
the children to use one language or the other. 
 
11.1.1 Affective stance 
This part will deal with ‘problems' or other challenges brought up in the family conversa-
tion. This kind of interaction is often referred to as ‘troubles talk’. In this first example ear-
lier illness is the trouble at hand.  
 
The first example indicates a certain way of language use, used by the parents. The father 
generally speaks his L1, Danish, but uses English when kindly encouraging the children to 
act certain ways. 
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In the following example the family just sat down at the table, ready to eat homemade bur-
gers. The elder son has just been sick with a stomachache for a couple of days and has for 
this reason not been eating properly. His parents encourage him to eat slowly and not to eat 
too much at once, so as to not get a stomachache again.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:00:02.18] Father: ! (child 1) Hvis du hellere vil have den så (unclear) (.) hvis du 
ikke har så meget appetit så tager du en af de min-
dre 
‘If you would rather have (unclear). If you 
don’t have much appetite you should take one 
of the smaller ones’ 
[00:00:06.19] Child 1: ! (father) all right 
[00:00:07.29] Mother: ! (child 1) yeah (.) don't take too much because of your tummy 
[00:00:11.25] Father: ! (child 1) You didn't even have half of your lunch (..) so go easy 
on the topping [child 1] 
 
Several examples from the data show that the father uses English in order to get emotional 
alongside his children, in this case child 1, to make them behave a certain way  “[…] don’t 
take too much because of your tummy”. He just spoke Danish to him but changed code 
when having the need to encourage the child through his emotions. Child 1 answers his fa-
ther “all right”, which is naturally English. However, the adjective ‘all right’ is also ac-
cepted and used in Danish language but is not very common. Seeing as he is a bilingual 
child, ‘all right’ will be natural to use in Danish as well as in English. In this family English 
seems to be used to make utterances softer and more emotional. This might have something 
to do with the mother, who is the symbol of the English language in the family. She is very 
kind, soft, sweet and polite, which could help connect the English language to these quali-
ties. Even the father recognizes these qualities that English has come to mean in this family 
thus also speaking English when using emotions to make his son act a certain way. 
 
The father also wishes to maintain the English language in the household and thus also 
sometimes speaks English when blending in a conversation already started in English by 
the mother. Changing the language when interfering would emphasize that he entered the 
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conversation, which might take some of the focus from the actual conversation. He is using 
English in certain situations, using subtle manipulation in order to make the children speak 
more English. 
 
Example: 
 
[00:00:29.17] Mother: ! (child 3)  I want to say thank you [child 3] for a lovely concert 
this afternoon (.) we really enjoyed going to hear you 
sing (.) 
[00:00:34.29] Child 2: ! (mother)  (unclear) [child 3]  
[00:00:37.25] Father: ! (child 3)  you want burger with your meat or just a bun with 
your burger. 
[00:00:39.00] Child 2:   and because I found [child 3]’s ring  
[00:00:41.04] Child 1:   og fordi du fandt [child 3]s hvad?  
      ‘And because you found [child 3]’s what?’ 
[00:00:44.17] Mother: ! (child 1)  he found the ring (.) [child 3]’s ring.  
 
((Child 3 makes a sad face having misunderstood or not quite heard what her brother said 
and now thinking that her brother found her concert to be boring.)) 
 
[00:00:49.22] Mother: ! (child 3)  [child 3] what's the matter 
[00:00:52.00] Child 3:   [child 1] just said boring 
[00:00:53.06] Mother: ! (child 3)  no he said what ring 
[00:00:55.20] Father: ! (child 3)  sounds a bit like boring but whatring wharring whar-
ring 
 
((The father says the last word quickly making the word ‘ring’ sound like the word ‘bor-
ing’)) 
 
The father sometimes uses English acknowledging the language of the children’s mother 
and encouraging them to maintain it.  
 
An example confirming the father’s tendency to speak English when encouraging the chil-
dren to act certain ways is this next example later on in the meal where child 1 takes a sec-
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ond portion food even though he knows he shouldn’t, having just been sick and should thus 
not eat too much. 
 
Example: 
 
[00:23:39.05] Father:  ! (child 2) du er simpelthen en grib du er [child 2]. 
      ‘[child 1], you’re really just a vulture’ 
[00:23:41.27] Father: ! (child 1)  you can't eat any more 'cause your tummy is not 
working. 
[00:23:44.21] Child 1: ! (father) jamen far (.) jeg skal jo (unclear) 
      ‘But daddy. I have to (unclear)’ 
[00:23:47.15] Father: ! (child 1)  build up slowly Buddy 
[00:23:49.12] Mother: ! (child 1) [child 1] can you remember this morning (..) you had 
such pain in your stomach (.) you couldn’t eat that 
much could you? 
[00:23:53.10] Child 1: ! (mother) yeah 
[00:23:53.27] Mother: ! (child 1) and at lunchtime you couldn't eat all your lunch be-
cause of your tummy 
 [00:24:01.10] Mother: ! (child 1) take it slowly [Child 1] 
[00:24:02.09] Child 1: ! (mother) I am taking it very slowly mom 
[00:24:04.26] Mother: ! (child 1) I don’t mean in terms of how much you eat but the 
speed your eating 
[00:24:10.15] Child 1: ! (mother and father) I've got styr på det  
   ‘I’ve got it under control’ 
 
In this example the children and father have been speaking Danish together. Suddenly the 
father changes his code initiating a code switch when first initiating a solicitous correction 
of his son. The father uses English and gets emotional to strengthen his message “build up 
slowly buddy”. 
 
Even though the son chooses not to answer in the same code – perhaps trying to defy his 
father, the father keeps speaking English to him. As the mother enters the conversation also 
kindly correcting his behavior, child 1 gets frustrated and suddenly makes an intrasential 
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switch. He is frustrated and in a stressed situation with a need to make a strong emphasis to 
his parents that he has the situation under control. This might cause him to change codes 
from English to Danish. Furthermore, ‘styr på det’ (under control) might function as a term, 
which, to him, is stronger and more commonly used in his age group. This switch is not no-
ticed by anyone, which indicates that is not an uncommon type of change. Additionally, the 
last part ‘styr på det’ (under control) is the important part of the utterance, which supports 
the tendency for the Danish language to be the ‘hard’ one of the two languages. He uses 
Danish to emphasize and strengthen his message. 
 
In the post-recording interview the mother explains that he is the one of the children doing 
the most intrasential switches. It seems to happen for him in stressed situations, and maybe 
because he is the oldest thus having lived in England the most years therefore being more 
influenced by English than his siblings.   
 
In the next example child 2 is playing with his food and the mother feels a need to intervene 
making him eat appropriately, offering politeness routines.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:17:07.21] Mother: ! (child 2)  [child 2] try to eat nicely (..) not too much at the same 
time. 
[00:17:10.22] Child 2: ! (mother)  I am 
[00:17:16.11] Father: ! (child 2)  it looks pretty disgusting [child 2] 
(2.0) 
 [00:17:26.06] Child 2:   jeg har altså en stor mund 
      ‘I do have a big mouth’ 
[00:17:29.15] Mother: ! (child 2)  yeah (.) but [child 2] (..) [child 2] ((whistles to get his 
attention)) [child 2] it doesn't look nice (..) it doesn't 
really look nice to stuff so much in at one go 
[00:17:36.24] Child 2:   but for me it is 
 
As the father enters the conversation he speaks English as well, as he does every time he 
needs to correct his children in a soft way. This example supports the theory of the father 
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switching when being stressed and wanting to emphasize his point but softening it by using 
English. Child 2 answers in Danish as to make his utterance stronger emphasizing his point 
and making it seem clearer as the rest of the conversation is in English.  
 
An example proving Danish to be the masculine and stronger language is in the social con-
text in which the father offers conversational rules for turn-taking by pointing out that when 
one child is asked a question, it should be this same child being allowed the first answer. 
This is done in Danish, strengthening the message. The family is speaking about a concert 
that child 3 did with her chorus and the father wishes to know details of the concert, asking 
his daughter about it when his son answers instead.  
 
Example:  
 
[00:14:54.15] Father: ! (child 3)  [child 3] må jeg spørge (.) havde I lært at I skulle 
stampe med en fod hele tiden (.) den samme fod (..) 
eller skiftevis med de to fødder  
‘[child3] can I just ask. Did you lean to stamp 
with one foot all the time? The same foot? Or 
alternately with both feet? 
[00:15:04.17] Child 2: ! (father)  det måtte hun selv bestemme tror jeg 
      ‘I think she could decide that herself’ 
[00:15:05.02] Father: ! (child 2)  nej det spørger jeg nu [child 3] om 
      ‘No, now I’m asking [child 3]’ 
 
This subtle manipulation, using the language and the feelings of the children, to make them 
behave certain appropriate ways is a clear characteristic of pragmatic socialization.  
 
The second grouping is very interesting as pragmatic socialization is used and shown im-
plicit. The first group showed that the children were socialized into a certain language be-
havior, using English as the ‘emotional’ language and Danish as the ‘stronger’ language. 
This next group will show how this is used to emphasize utterances.  
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11.1.2  Emphasis 
This part will be dealing with the types of switches made in order to highlight the speaker’s 
point showing how this family, in accordance with the bilingual medium, deviates from the 
norm of interacting in one language, for functional effects. All switches made in the data 
had an emphasizing effect. The switches are made both from Danish into English and from 
English into Danish.  
 
The following example could be used as an example not only for emphasizing but also for 
switches made according to addressee. It will however, be focusing on the way the children 
uses the language to emphasize a point or a message. It is an intersential switch made by 
the youngest child, child 3, from English into Danish. Child 2 has just addressed child 3 in 
Danish encouraging her to eat her pod of peas before her oldest brother (child 1) will eat 
them. She hides the peas under the table and offers her brother an empty pod, pretending to 
offer him a full one. Even though her brother (child 2) encourages her in Danish, she still 
chooses to use a different code asking her brother, child 1, in English if he would like to 
have some peas.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:14:53.20] Child 2: ! (child 3) skynd dig at spis den før [child 1] har spist den. 
‘Hurry up and eat it before [child 1] has eaten 
it’ 
[00:15:01.18] Child 3: ! (child 1) [child 1], would you like to have one? 
[00:15:04.04] Child 1: ! (child 3) øh, ja. En af de andre der er uåbnede. Nedenunder 
bordet. 
‘Ehm, yes. One of the other ones that is not 
open. Under the table’ 
[00:15:08.05] Child 3: ! (child 1) her ((encouraging her brother, child 1, to take her 
peas)) 
      ‘Here’ 
[00:15:10.16] Child 1: ! (child 3) den der var uåbnet. Jeg kan se herfra at den der 
den var åbnet.  
‘The unopened one. I can see from over here 
that that one was opened’  
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[00:15:17.20] Mother:    (unclear) 
[00:15:16.02] Child 1: ! (mother)  that's also open. I can see that from here.  
[00:15:20.11] Child 3: ! (child 1) (unclear) tag den nu. 
      ‘Just take it’ 
((Stretching out her hand with the pea pod in front of him)) 
 
The sister, child 3, asks her question in English even though she was spoken to in Danish. 
English tends to be used in order to make the message come out softer, more polite and 
emotional. She asks him, using contextualizing cues as facial gestures, having a big smile 
on her face and with a pretended sweet voice, if he wants the pod that is actually empty. 
Being socialized by the parents into using English when getting emotional, she might be-
lieve that there is a bigger chance of him believing her if she asks him in English. She uses 
English to sweeten her message trying to make it more believable that she is actually offer-
ing him an unopened full pod of peas “[child 2] would you like to have one?”. Afterwards 
she changes from asking the question in English to commanding him to take the peas in 
Danish “Tag den nu” emphasizing her wish for him to take the peapod, being socialized by 
the parents into using Danish when aiming at making the message harder, making it sound 
stronger and more serious. Contextualizing cues can be seen not only in the actual switch-
ing of linguistic codes but also prosody in the form of a gestural phenomenon as she 
stretches her arm indicating her seriousness about him taking her peapod along with a 
change in intonation as she asks him if he would like one of her peapods. A great smile ac-
companied by a marked intonation channel inferential processes toward a particular inter-
pretation, thus contextualizing cues as these allows child 1 to understand child 3’s inten-
tions and utterances. Without them, her utterances would be ambiguous, as he could not 
actually see that the pod of peas offered was open. If she would not have changed her into-
nation and followed her utterance with a sweet smile he would not have guessed it. And if 
he would not understand the socio-cultural context that they are in, he would not have 
known or understood, that this was not in fact a true offer.  
 
Another situation where the oldest son needs to emphasize an utterance, Danish is chosen. 
True to the tendency, the father softly corrects the elder son it is in English and the son an-
swers him in Danish emphasizing his disagreement. He only changes codes to English 
when the mother interferes and then answers her in English. The son is building up his bur-
ger and might be adding too much filling when his stomach is not all good yet. 
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Example: 
 
[00:09:45.26] Father ! (child 1)  that’s fine [child 1] the ketchup (.) as mommy said [.] 
that’s fine 
[00:09:48.13] Child 1: ! (father)  øhh far det er (.) det er intet i forhold til dit  
      ’Er, dad it’s nothing compared to yours’ 
[00:09:51.17] Mother: ! (child 1)  [child 1] it doesn't matter [child 1] please 
[00:09:53.16] Child 1: ! (mother)  that’s only on one side 
 
Interactional sociolinguistics is a method for showing how conflicts of interest are negoti-
ated in talk and both contextualizing cues such as this intersential code switching along 
with prosody showed as a command supported by both parents proves this fact. Further-
more the bilingual medium can be observed as child 1 clearly uses his language choice, de-
viating into the other language in order for it to serve as a strong functional effect. 
 
This family clearly uses language in order to emphasize utterances or points. Instead of 
heightening their voices they change language. They just spoke English so she, child 3, 
chooses to change into Danish in order to make her utterance sound stronger. One might 
notice the message more if there is a change in the language.  
 
A different way that pragmatic socialization is showed is both implicit and explicit. The 
parents socialize their children into using the different languages according to whom they 
are addressing, doing it also by having used the OPOL rule that for the last years has not 
been upheld to the same extent as earlier.  
 
11.1.3 Shifts according to addressee 
Many switches are clearly made according to which parent the children are addressing, be-
ing socialized into speaking English when addressing or being addressed by the mother and 
Danish when addressing or when being addressed by the father. As mentioned earlier, the 
parents decided to live according to the OPOL rule, and this way the children were social-
ized into using the desired languages when addressing the parents. In this example the fa-
ther attended a confirmation dinner where he met a student of his. A post-recording inter-
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view confirmed that he works as a gymnasium teacher. The mother, sitting on one side of 
child 1 asks all the children if they have asked their father about the confirmation he at-
tended the day before. In order to ask the father, child 1 has to turn his head to his father, 
sitting on the other side of him, making it very clear that the addressee is changing.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:09:05.23] Mother: ! (children) have any of you asked about Liv's confirmation yes-
terday? 
[00:09:06.05] Child 1: ! (father)  hvordan gik det til (.) eller i går (.) far? 
      ‘How did it go yesterday dad?’ 
[00:09:11.16] Father:    det gik fint 
      ‘It went fine’ 
[00:09:18.20] Father:    god mad 
      ‘Good food’ 
[00:09:24.16] Father:  fine taler (..) jeg stod ovre og skulle  til (..) så så jeg 
at en af gæsterne var en af mine elever (.) Nå hvad 
pokker laver han her? 
‘Good speeches. I was standing about to… 
when I saw that one of the guests was one of 
my students. What the deuce did he do here?’ 
[00:09:44.22] Child 1: ! (father) altså en af dine klasser? (.) og snakkede I så sam-
men? eller? Hvordan kan det være at han var der? 
‘One from your classes? And then you talked? 
Or? Why was he there?’ 
[00:09:53.14] Father:   ((makes a noise of confirmation)) 
(...) 
[00:09:56.03]Father:  det var fordi han var storerbror til Clara som er 
Livs bedste veninde 
‘It was because he was the older brother of 
Clara who is the best friend of Liv’  
[00:10:02.10] Child 2:   bedste? jeg har ikke nogen bedste ven 
      ‘Best? I don’t have any best friend’ 
[00:10:06.20] Child 3:   det har jeg heller ikke 
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      ‘Neither do I’ 
[00:10:08.08] Child 2:   jo Daniel (..) er min bedste ven 
      ‘Yes Daniel is my best friend’ 
[00:10:15.26] Child 1: ! (child 3) og Mathilde er din bedste ven [child 3] 
‘And Mathilde is your best friend [child3]’ 
[00:10:19.07] Mother:  we're trying to stay away from 'best friends' in [child 
3]'s class at the moment  
[00:10:22.00] Child 2: ! (mother) pardon? 
[00:10:22.29] Mother:  trying to mix up a bit more and play with more people 
(..) lots of friends rather than just a particular 
[00:10:29.25] Child 1: ! (mother) mom (.) they have best friends and (unclear) 
[00:10:32.13] Mother: ! (child 1) I know but just something that's  (...)  
[00:10:35.10] Child 2:   they made up 
[00:10:36.29] Mother:  been done at the moment (...) we'll have to respect 
that 
 
In the example the mother starts the interaction in English but as the focus turns to the fa-
ther, the son chooses to address him in Danish. Through the whole interaction with the fa-
ther the language is Danish but as soon as the mother interferes in the interaction the chil-
dren turn to her and changes their codes to English. In accordance with the bilingual me-
dium this can be said to be a halfway-between mode as both parents constantly use one lan-
guage in this interaction, while the child changes between his two languages constantly. 
This is an intersential switch clearly showing how the children code switch according to 
which parent they are addressing.  
 
This, however, is not always the case even though the tendency is to address the father in 
Danish and the mother in English. There are in the data found examples of the children 
speaking Danish to their English-speaking mother and English to their Danish-speaking 
father, maybe because of the fact that the parents started not upholding the OPOL rule to 
the same extent as when the children were younger, along with the fact that they know that 
both parents speak and understand both languages. Furthermore, an example of the father 
speaking Danish to his wife has been detected. However, this is only done in passing ques-
tions or utterances and not when maintaining a conversation. 
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The halfway-between mode is clearly observed as the mother constantly speaks English, 
with one exception only of missing a word, while the rest of the family, especially the chil-
dren, constantly alternates between the two languages.   
 
This next example proves exactly that. In this situation the father explains that the youngest 
child, his daughter, will be leaving for a trip with her friends the next day to Smørum or 
Slangerup, which is the names of small villages in North Zealand.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:06:02.15] Child 2: ! (father)  far hvad er det? 
      ‘Dad, what is it?’ 
[00:06:12.22] Father:  i morgen skal [child 3] køre med alle sine venner 
til Smørum eller Slangerup (.) eller hvor var det? 
((asking his wife)) 
‘Tomorrow [child 3] will go with all of her 
friends to Smørum or Slangerup - or where 
was it?’ 
 [00:06:17.12] mother: ! (father) Smørum 
[00:06:19.07] Father: ! (child 2)  Smørum 
[00:06:20.02] Child 2:   hvorfor ikke Ballerup? 
      ‘Why not Ballerup? 
[00:06:23.25] Mother: ! (child 3)  looking forward to that [child 3]? 
[00:06:25.20] Child 3: ! (mother)  yeah 
 
When the father has doubts about which village his daughter is going to, he quickly turns to 
his wife and asks her in Danish as the rest of his sentence and conversation with his son is 
in Danish as well. A change in linguistic codes would here be expected, but as this is just a 
passing question, it might explain why he does not code switch in this situation as he plans 
to continue the conversation with the son, with whom he most often speaks Danish. 
 
This next example displays the same tendency but in a different manner. The father asks the 
children in Danish if they would like to have some more rice. The youngest child, child 3, 
then addresses her mother asking her if she can have some more peas. Even though she is 
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addressing her English-speaking mother she asks the question in Danish, maybe also due to 
the fact that the father has just been speaking Danish to her. 
 
Example: 
 
[00:18:08.16] Father: ! (child 3)  [child 3] vil du have mere ris?  
      ‘[child 3] do you want more rice?’ 
 
((child 3 shakes her head indicating that she had enough rice thus not wanting more)) 
 
[00:18:12.06] Father: ! (child 1)  [child 1] vil du have mere ris? 
      ‘[child 1] do you want more rice?’ 
[00:18:14.11] Child 2: ! (father)  nej tak 
      ‘No thank you’ 
[00:18:15.20] Child 3: ! (mother) mor må jeg få mere ærter? 
      ‘Mother can I have some more peas?’ 
[00:18:16.25] Mother:  ! (child        ((shaking her head)) All the peas are gone. I'm sorry. 
 
In this example she addresses her mother in Danish but she is using an English grammatical 
structure saying ‘mere ærter’  (more peas) instead of ‘flere ærter’, which would be correct 
Danish. This might be a slight sign of insecurity or confusion in the languages, having just 
spoken Danish with her father who asked her if she wanted more rice, using ‘mere ris’ 
(more rice). An example confirming a tendency of using grammar belonging to the linguis-
tic code not chosen is the second recording, where the family is eating homemade burgers 
and child 3 is making a face on her burger bun when she utters: 
 
Example: 
 
[00:05:17.16] Child 3:   I want something to the mouth 
[00:05:18.28] Mother: ! (child 3)  for the mouth 
 
Here explicit pragmatic socialization is used as the mother clearly corrects her daughter’s 
grammar. ‘Noget til munden’ (something to the mouth) would be correct grammar in Dan-
ish. In English, the preposition ‘to’ is used when some kind of transfer is happening or 
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something is moved from a place. ‘To’ thus expresses direction whereas ‘for’ is used when 
something is done to the benefit of someone or something. In Danish, ‘til’ (to) is used for 
both, which may be the reason why Child 3 makes this mistake. By correcting the daugh-
ter’s grammar, the mother helps ensure that the children’s level of English improves.   
 
This next example indicates very clearly the tendency to change according to addressee.  
The family has just sat down at the table to enjoy their meal. The mother is not yet at the 
table and the father is speaking Danish with the children. Child 2 utters aloud in the room, 
which kind of fish he would like to have, as there are two different kinds on the dish when 
the mother enters the room with the sauce. 
 
Example: 
 
[00:00:20.12] Child 2:  masser af fisk (.) jeg vil helst be’ om den her eller 
den der. 
‘Lots of fish (.) I would prefer this one or that 
one’ 
 
((The mother brings the sauce for the dinner)) 
 
[00:00:32.03] Mother: ! (child 2) on the rice or on the plate? 
[00:00:34.05] Child 2: ! (mother)  is it uhm pizza, no is it vegetable sauce? 
[00:00:37.15] Mother: ! (child 2) yes 
[00:00:38.29] Child 2: !(mother) okay eh (.)  there  
 
((Child 2 shows mother where on the plate he wants his sauce)) 
 
[00:00:40.01] Mother: ! (child 2) please 
[00:00:41.18] Child 2: ! (mother)  please (..) thank you 
 [00:00:46.09] Child 2:   må jeg tage noget fisk?  
      ‘May I have some fish?’ 
 
When speaking about the fish, child 2 speaks Danish. He is speaking aloud in the room but 
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the father seems to be in charge of the fish, which might explain why he speaks Danish. 
When his mother brings the sauce she stands right next to him forcing him to start a new 
conversation with her. Thus child 2 seems to have two different conversations, one with his 
father about fish and one with his mother about the sauce, clearly apart from another as he 
has to turn in order to speak with his mother.   
 
However, this can be seen as an example of explicit pragmatic socialization. In the example 
above, the mother is eliciting a politeness routine by encouraging her child to answer po-
litely when offered something. It is mostly the mother who uses the politeness routines in 
English. This might be due to a difference in culture. Other examples found in the data 
show the mother encouraging the children to answer ‘pardon’ instead of ‘what’ when they 
did not quite hear what was asked of them.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:20:19.10] Mother: ! (child 3)  [child3] would you like some more burger 
[00:20:20.15] Child 3: ! (mother)  what? 
[00:20:22.26] Mother: ! (child 3)  pardon 
 
In English it is more impolite to say ‘what?’ instead of ‘ pardon?’ than it is in Danish. 
‘hvad?’ is not as impolite in Danish even though it is not directly polite either. The polite 
form of ‘hvad?’ would be ‘hvad behager’ or ‘hvabehar’ ([ˈvɑb#ˌhɑˀ]) and would even in 
some connections sound stilted. By correcting the children’s language, the mother explic-
itly elicit politeness routines.  
 
This next example also supports the theory and tendency of speaking English with the 
mother and Danish with the father. However, it also indicates that the children speak Dan-
ish not only directly to the father but also when the topic indirectly has something to do 
with the father.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:22:38.05] Child 1:   jeg kan bedre li' laksen 
      ‘I like the salmon better’ 
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[00:22:40.00] Child 2:   det her det min budding 
      ‘This is my pudding’ 
[00:22:47.08] Child 1: jeg har ikke rørt det her stykke laks  
  ‘I didn’t touch this piece of salmon’ 
 
((Speaking about the fish while leaning towards the father))  
 
(..) jeg har kun skåret den af og så 
 ‘I only cut this off and then’ 
((Looking at his mother)) 
[00:22:52.04] Mother: ! (child 1)  you forgot salmon 
[00:22:53.06] Child 1: ! (mother)  ohh I forgot (.) torsk 
       ‘Codfish’ 
[00:22:50.23] Mother: ! (child 1)  what's that in English? (..) we are not a   
 
((Looks encouraging at her son)) 
 
[00:22:57.13] Child 1: ! (mother)  codfish 
 
((Nods approvingly to her son)) 
 
With the father in charge of the fish the elder son speaks Danish when uttering that he pre-
fers the salmon to the codfish. But other than this tendency, we also see something else in 
this example. Another type of pragmatic socialization is the explicit request for a translation 
by the mother. Parents use socialization strategies to influence or adjust children’s language 
use. In a one-parent/one-language household it might be important for the parents to help 
maintain the language least used in the social context in which the children are during the 
day. In this case it might be important for the parents to maintain the language of the 
mother who is English as they now live in Denmark. The children speak Danish all day so 
it is important for the mother to make sure the children also speak English. The mother tries 
to adjust the language use of child 1 by making a request for a translation, making sure he 
also knows the word in English. Here is a direct appeal from the mother for her son to 
speak English. She clearly wants to make sure that her son knows the word for codfish, and 
only making this intrasential switch because he has forgotten the word in English and not 
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because he does not know of the English translation. Also, by asking her son the English 
equivalent she is kindly pushing him to continue speaking in English. Saying the word 
‘codfish’ in Danish also supports the theory of speaking Danish, even in the middle of an 
English sentence, when the matter indirectly symbols the father. As mentioned above, the 
father seems to be in charge of the fish.   
 
The mother here used a strategy to discuss language differences, requesting a translation, 
not because she did not understand the Danish translation of codfish but because she wishes 
to maintain the children’s use of her home language. The parent thus requests a translation 
for a label that has already been provided in one language and uses the name of the lan-
guage emphasizing that particular language.  
 
However, this next example goes directly against this theory. This example is from another 
meal where burgers are served. The mother seems to be in charge of the steaks and the fa-
ther in charge of the burger buns. The parents are sitting at each their end of the table mak-
ing it very clear to whom the children are speaking, making the turns of their heads very 
distinct.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:01:47.13] Child 1:   be' om den der  
      ‘Can I have that one’ 
 
((Child 1 reaches for the steaks that are standing in front of his mother)) 
 
[00:01:49.10] Child 2: ! (mother)  må jeg ikke lige tage en først? 
      ‘Can’t I just take one first?’ 
 
In this situation the elder son needs a steak for his burger, reaching for them in the end 
where his mother is sitting. Even though she seems to be in charge of the steaks and the 
steaks are in front of her, he chooses to ask in Danish. As the mother takes the steaks, offer-
ing them to her elder son, the younger brother intervenes asking, also in Danish, if he can 
have one before they are passed along to his brother. This exchange directly contradicts the 
thought that the children would speak English when the matter at hand had something to do 
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with the different parents, proving that even though children often seem to orient to the lan-
guage of their parents, it is not an actual rule. 
 
11.2 Concise conclusion 
Using pragmatic socialization both explicitly and implicitly, the parents clearly socialize 
their children into a certain behavior and language use by eliciting politeness routines (i.e. 
‘please’ or ‘pardon’), offering conversational routines (turn-taking rules), along with using 
English in order to get emotionally alongside the children and using Danish as the ‘strong’ 
and emphasizing language. Consequently the parents help maintain both languages not only 
by using the above-mentioned routines, but also by socializing the children into addressing 
them in their L1.  
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12 Discussion and perspective 
This chapter will not only be discussing interesting results of the analysis but also be re-
flecting on the study. Furthermore a critique of the theory and the method will be offered. 
This chapter will thus be divided into three parts. 
 
12.1 Discussion of results 
This analysis used pragmatic socialization as an umbrella-term, examining examples found 
in the data, which could demonstrate tendencies of socializing techniques. This was done 
due to the fact that pragmatic socialization was believed to be of great importance when 
dealing with bilingualism. Researchers have, through time, explored pragmatic socializa-
tion of learners in a range of different learning contexts in bilingual societies (e.g., Becker, 
1982; Clancy, 1986; Dufon, 1999; Gleason, Perlman, and Grief, 1984; Schieffelin and 
Ochs, 1986). The greater part of early pragmatic socialization research has been carried out 
by researchers of L1, who built upon the work of child developmental pragmatics in the late 
1970s and early 1980s (Ochs and Schieffelin, Language Socialization: An Historical Over-
view, Vol. 8) and extended traditional microanalysis of interactions between children and 
their parents or their caregivers.  
 
This study was also built upon an analysis of interaction between children and their parents 
using mealtimes as a context. In the family studied, the pragmatic socialization was not al-
ways obvious but often rather subtle. The parents were not obviously encouraging their 
children to speak one language more than the other. They did not discuss language differ-
ences and did not discuss possible translations. These results may very well have been dif-
ferent if the study could have taken the form of a longitude study, observing the family as 
the children started acquiring both languages. The mother told in the post-recording inter-
view that she taught English to the children when they were younger, and observations of 
these lessons would thus have been very interesting to examine. Due to restrictions in the 
scope of the work, the researcher was not able to study the test family for a longer time, 
thus only once, a request for English is made by the mother, asking her son to translate a 
word, said in Danish, into English. This request might only have been made because the 
son made an intrasential switch leaving her in doubt if the switch was made because he did 
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not know the word in English or just because he was lazy. The mother explained in a post-
recording interview that she believed that the intrasential switches made by her oldest son 
were made due to the fact that he was lazy.   
 
Example: 
 
[00:22:50.23] Mother: ! (child 1)  what's that in English? (..) we are not a   
((Looks encouraging at her son)) 
 
The lessons made by the mother in English with her children, encouraged them to improve 
and to maintain their English. The only other technique used in order for the children to 
maintain a correct use of English was when the mother corrected her child when she made 
an utterance in English but with the grammar of Danish.  
 
Example: 
 
[00:05:17.16] Child 3:   I want something to the mouth 
[00:05:18.28] Mother: ! (child 3)  for the mouth 
 
A more zexplicit pragmatic socialization situation is when the mother elicits politeness rou-
tines. In the study of Blum-Kulka (1997) politeness in family discourse plays a crucial role. 
In the data used for this thesis, rules of politeness are also found. Especially the mother up-
holds these rules, encouraging the children to say ‘please’, or ‘pardon’. 
 
Developmental studies of politeness that incorporate mealtime data among home interac-
tions (Becker 1988, 1990; Snow et al., 1990) show how parents use modeling to teach chil-
dren to use politeness formulae, apologize, avoid rude behavior and interruptions, and gen-
erally provide information about the rules governing both positive and negative politeness 
strategies.  
 
In the data used for this thesis both parents model their children into behaving politely 
though in different ways. It is only the mother who corrects the children’s language; 
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Example: 
 
[00:17:07.21] Mother: ! (child 2)  [child 2] try to eat nicely (..) not too much at the same 
time. 
Example: 
 
[00:00:38.29] Child 2: !(mother) okay eh (.)  there ((shows mother where on the place 
he wants his sauce)) 
[00:00:40.01] Mother: ! (child 2) please 
[00:00:41.18] Child 2: ! (mother)  please (..) thank you 
 
Whereas the father corrects the children’s behavior by helping them understand the rules of 
conversation and turn-taking. 
 
Example: 
 
[00:15:05.02] Father: ! (child 2)  nej det spørger jeg nu [child 3] om 
      ‘No, now I’m asking [child 3]’ 
 
As mentioned, pragmatic socialization is crucial when working with bilingualism and rules 
of politeness along with rules of conversation and turn-taking were among the techniques 
that was expected to be found when going through the data. Certain types of switches were 
also expected but not found. Switches made in order to change the topic was expected to be 
found, as this type of switch is highly common and seen in most other studies made on the 
subject (Fishman, 1972; Hoffman, 1991). This kind of switch was, however, not found in 
the data, which not necessarily means that it does not occur at all in this family but maybe 
rather that it did not happen in the two meals recorded.  
 
In the data many different and interesting reasons for code switching was found. However, 
this study had a focus on pragmatic socialization and could thus not examine all of the dif-
ferent switches found in the data.  
 
In section 7.1.1 three kinds of code switching was described; intersential switches, intrasen-
tial switches and tag switching. In the data both intersential and intrasential switches were 
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found. However, the third kind of switching, tag switching, was not found in the data. This 
might be due to the proficiency in both languages of all of the family members. Other bi-
linguals, less proficient might show more tendencies to tag switch. Moreover, switches 
made in order to clarify, repeat or paraphrase something in the other language, was also ex-
pected as these switches often occur in studies of bilingual speech (Gal, 1979). These were, 
however, not found in this data. If a longitude study of the family had been made, these 
kinds of switches might have been showed. 
 
Switches made with an emphasizing effect played an important role in the analysis as all 
switches made had an emphasizing effect. It is argued that the switch in itself emphasizes 
the message. Instead of heightening their voices, this family uses language in order to em-
phasize their point. Often when the interaction is in one language and there is a need to em-
phasize a point, the language is changed. Perhaps the language is changed in order to make 
the utterance come out stronger because it is more noticeable when there is a language shift.  
Switches in order to highlight speakers point was expected and is very common in bilingual 
studies (ibid.). 
 
12.2 Reflections 
This part of the chapter will be reflecting over the data along with other ways of dealing 
with bilingualism.  
 
The findings of this thesis are tentative rather than definite but, if supported by further 
work, they have important implications for our understanding of bilingual speech patterns 
along with the role of parental input and attitudes toward pragmatic socialization. In a lon-
gitude study it would be extremely interesting to investigate how much input it takes in or-
der to be bilingual and a proper discussion of the term bilingual would in that connection be 
crucial. A longitude study following the children from birth and preferable different fami-
lies would have provided more valid data as it would have created a more nuanced picture 
of the patterns and the different motivations for switching in bilingual families. A formal 
interview with both parents would have secured data regarding actual attitudes toward 
pragmatic socialization, which with observations of natural occurring action would have 
provided more valid data. Furthermore, an interview with the children could have provided 
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information regarding whether or not they are conscious about code switches and whether 
they orient to the pragmatic socialization. 
 
This thesis uses mealtimes as a context for the study of pragmatic socialization. However, 
language socialization does not only occur in the home but also in the broader social con-
text of the community; this may also affect children’s language use and how well they ad-
here to their parents’ modeling of pragmatics.  
 
Numerous other studies, among others Madrid, Hughes, 2011, have used the classroom as 
context for studying bilingualism as the education sector also offers an interesting aspect of 
the study. Family dinners were chosen because of the fact that they are we events that par-
ents share with their children and thus they might carry important intentional socializations 
functions, may that range from table manners to socialization of family values. This built-in 
tension between sociability and socialization further sets dinners apart from both ordinary 
conversations and public events and has important consequences for the thematic organiza-
tion of dinner talk. Dinners, like ordinary conversation, allow members to engage in con-
versation for social enjoyment only, with no visible outcome; simultaneously, they may 
have crucial outcomes, especially with regard to socialization.  
 
Perlman’s (1984) study of family meals is one of the few studies that focused particularly 
on dinner talk. Perlman studies variation in socialization styles among White middle-class 
American families and found individual variation in the degree of participation by family 
members and in the degree of child-centeredness in choice of topics; sex differences were 
depicted verbal responsiveness to the child (i.e., mothers talked significantly more than fa-
thers). Blum-Kulka (1997) studies the amount and mode of participation of the child in 
dinner talk by analyzing the relation between social roles and discourse roles at dinner.  
 
According to Kasper (2001) ‘language socialization theory has a particularly rich potential 
for [second language acquisition] because it is inherently developmental and requires 
(rather than allows) establishing links between culture, cognition, and language, between 
the macro-levels of sociocultural and institutional contexts and the microlevel of discourse’ 
(Kasper, 2001: 311). The pragmatic socialization approach offers scholars an opportunity 
of looking at the social functions along with the interactive nature of pragmatic behavior, 
behavior, which has its roots deeply within certain social and cultural contexts. Scholars 
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can, by examining the pragmatic behavior in an authentic context of use (with historical 
backgrounds, personal societal significance along with interpersonal negotiations), contex-
tualize the research of pragmatics in a multilingual and always changing world in enlight-
ening new ways (ibid.). 
 
12.3 Critique of interactional sociolinguistics and conversational analysis 
When examining critique about interactional sociolinguistics, not much can be said. If one 
aims to examine meaning in talk, interactional sociolinguistics provides a strong frame-
work, with its notions of contextualization cues along with conversational inferencing. As 
interactional sociolinguistics has a very eclectic toolbox, it might be said that it lacks the 
theoretical austerity of many other approaches to interaction and meaning. However, inter-
actional sociolinguistics makes up for this lack with its insight into the social and cultural 
nature of communicative action. 
 
When examining critique of conversational analysis, on the other hand, a great deal of criti-
cism has been made. Firstly, the approach of CA has been intensely criticized for its preoc-
cupation with the transcription details as transcription conventions may be regarded as un-
necessary due to the fact that all transcription is subjective, thus favoring one theory over 
another. Researchers make decisions regarding the amount of details when transcribing the 
recorded interaction. The decision of including details such as nonverbal cues, prosody or 
silence are thus subjective and transcripts can thus not be said to be exact representations of 
the recorded interactions. Decisions on details included may as a result have an impact on 
the analysis made in a later stage. Consequently, a level of subjectivity is thus added to this 
approach, claiming to analyze interpretations or alternations of linguistic codes, only on 
context-bound cues (Li Wei, 2002: 174). 
 
As data CA uses recordings of naturally occurring interaction, which by some scholars are 
seen as a severe limitation of the validity. Researchers of CA, however, disagree and be-
lieve this exact fact, building solely on recorded data, to be a strong point for the analytical 
results. Researchers have been criticizing the lack of information regarding participants, 
information such as age, gender, and personal background along with institutional position. 
Others wonder why interviews of the participants, examining comments and interpretations 
on the video- recorded material are not used (ten Have, 2007: 74). 
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Linguists have made ranges of criticisms of CA. CA is thus also criticized for having unin-
formative and theoretically uninteresting findings. Power & Dal Martello (1985) and 
Brown & Yule (1983), for instance, acknowledge findings such as turn-taking and adja-
cency pair. However, they believe that such findings do not contribute to an understanding 
of how conversational function is systematically realized in linguistic forms. They further-
more argue that CA lacks quantitative data and that instinct is valid to a means of investi-
gating conversation, making actual natural data unnecessary.  
 
Seal (1986) argues that interactions are not subject to rules and that conversation cannot 
have a structure about which a theory can be formulated. He argues thus that CA is not 
theoretically sound though it is descriptively obvious. Criticism as this has been shut down 
by CA researchers, arguing that CA should not be used by linguists. Sharrock & Anderson 
(1987) claims CA to misunderstood and that CA is not a linguistic enterprise, but a linguis-
tic one, not being concerned with language structure and functions but with the organiza-
tion of social actions (Mcilvenny, P & Raudaskoski, P: 266). 
  
Replies specifically directed towards Power & Dal Martello and Brown and Yule is made 
by Sharrock & Anderson (1987) who claim that even though findings of CA might not 
seem interesting when dealing with ideology and power in discourse, local organization of 
action cannot be said to be irrelevant for the constitution of social structures. Furthermore, 
when taking a naturalistic and inductive approach, it becomes possible to reveal and thus 
study those patterns, which was not intuitive or explicit. Moreover, CA should not conclude 
on any set of rules for mapping form into function, thus CA is a circumstantial matter 
where interaction and conversational sequences are crucial. Lastly, CA does not aim to 
provide an analysis with mechanical procedures for categorizing talk, rather the CA ap-
proach aims to identify and describe such methods that participants then themselves may 
use in order to accomplish meaningful talk (ibid.)  
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12.4 Concise conclusion 
Pragmatic socialization was often found to be implicit. A longitude study of the family 
would secure more signs of explicit socialization, as such study would show actual English 
lessons in the home while at the same time confirm the tendency for English to be used as 
an emotional language and Danish as the stronger language. In addition, a longitude study 
would provide for a larger research area allowing all types of switches to be analyzed.  Fur-
thermore, it can be said that a longitude study would have provided more valid data along 
with a more nuanced picture of patterns as one in a longitude study could have followed the 
family (or more families) from the birth of the children and attended English lessons made 
by the mother, in the home, and thus attained more explicit examples of pragmatic sociali-
zation. Furthermore, a formal interview with the parents would have secured data regarding 
actual attitudes towards bilingualism and pragmatic socialization as well as an interview 
with the children about weather they were conscious about pragmatic socialization would 
further nuance the data. Moreover, it would, in a longitude study, be interesting to investi-
gate how much input it takes in order to possess and thus have access to two linguistic 
codes equally well.  
 
Concerning the context of the study, mealtimes were chosen as a context for this study. Bi-
lingualism can however, also be studied in many other contexts, for instance in a class- 
room. Dinners were chosen due to the fact that this study aimed at examining pragmatic 
socialization in the home.  
 
Finally, a lot of different critique has been made. The critique on interactional sociolinguis-
tic argues, that such theoretical austerity seen in many other approaches to interaction and 
meaning. It is nevertheless believed that interactional sociolinguistics makes up for this 
with its insight into the social and cultural nature of communicative action.  
 
Severe critique was in particular made of conversation analysis. The critique ranges from 
critique regarding the subjectivity of transcriptions, to validity issues of recordings. The 
critique continues to say that the findings of CA do not contribute to an understanding of 
how conversational function is systematically realized in linguistic forms. All critique has, 
as mentioned above, however been shut down by Sharrock & Anderson (1987).  
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13 Conclusion 
This thesis has investigated the way in which dinnertime serves a culturally distinctive role 
in pragmatic socialization and how pragmatic socialization is achieved in a bilingual family 
at the dinner table? Through the thesis questions as the followings have been made; what 
motivation factors lay behind code-switches? How do speakers orient to code switches? Do 
participants notice code switches or is it seamless? How is pragmatic socialization 
achieved? What kind of pragmatic socialization techniques do parents use? Do any interac-
tion specifically direct children into using one language or another?  
 
This chapter aims to answer these questions. First of all it can be deduced that bilingualism 
is a very complex field, difficult to measure. The samples collected from the data are con-
sistent representations of bilingual speech behavior and patterns developed between and 
within the family domain. The study dealt with data collection of a specific social context – 
dinnertime in a bilingual family. The study can thus conclude that dinnertime discourse in 
families with preadolescent children is a specific social context, which provides children 
with the linguistic and social tools needed for a life together with other people.  
 
The study showed that certain motivation factors lay behind the code switches. Three 
groups were in the analysis made to help the understanding of switches made in the data. In 
the analysis it became clear, that the motivation factors for the parents were to help secure 
the survival and use of both languages in the family, while the three children seemed to 
clearly orient to the languages chosen by the parents, unless they wished to emphasis utter-
ances.  
 
The code switches seemed from all participants to be seamless as no one noticed the fre-
quent code switches, except from one instance, where the mother requests a translation 
from Danish and into English. However, the data undoubtedly shows that code switches do 
in fact follow certain patterns and that parents do in fact socialize their children into certain 
behavior or language use.  
 
Pragmatic socialization is achieved through different types of techniques. Firstly, the par-
ents try to only use their own L1 when interacting with their children thus socializing them 
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into answering and addressing their parents in the parent’s L1. Furthermore, the parents 
used English in order to get emotionally alongside their children. The mother consistently 
used English while the father would change his linguistic code in certain specific situations. 
When needing to adjust his son’s behavior in a soft manner he would use English to do so. 
Pragmatic socialization techniques observed range from offering politeness rules and con-
versational rules for turn-taking to the mother requesting for an actual translation from 
Danish into English, and correcting English grammar. None of the languages can be said to 
be preferred over the other in this family. However, the abovementioned techniques can be 
said to actively direct the children into using and maintaining English. Inferential patterns 
along with contextualizing cues secure the understanding of utterances and linguistic codes.  
 
This thesis and its results may help acquire a better insight into pragmatic socialization in 
bilingual family context. Without pragmatic socialization the children would be less capa-
ble of using language in context in socially and culturally appropriate ways.  
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